Switch Reference is a type of clause chaining with different morphological marking for same subject (SS) and different subject (DS) structures. The phenomenon has been widely recognized in Native American, Australian, and New Guinea languages (e.g. Jacobsen 1983, Austin 1981, Roberts 1997, Anderson 2007) is the first scholar to have observed Switch Reference in South Asia, namely in South Munda languages. The phenomenon has also been found in several Tibeto-Burman languages, on the northern periphery of South Asia (e.g. Haller 2009, Watters 2013). This talk demonstrates that Switch Reference is more widespread in South Asia. Possible examples occur in some of the Dravidian languages, where SS is marked by the conjunctive participle (CVB) and DS by the infinitive (INF). Clear examples are found in Sanskrit with CVB for SS and ta-participle for DS; but the situation is less clear in Modern Indo-Aryan. Switch Reference, thus, is not limited to South Munda and some Tibeto-Burman languages but may be found in all of the South Asian language families and may even be a characteristic feature of “India as a Linguistic Area”. At any rate, this talk shows that it is a phenomenon that deserves further research, in all of the South Asian languages.